
VH Minutes, 8-Mar-22

Whixley Village Hall Management Committee Meeting

7:30pm. Tuesday 8 March 2022

At Whixley Village Hall and by Video Conference

Minutes

Attendees: I McNeill, D Fraser, M Turner, C Sharpe, G Lloyd, V Bedford, C Roberts

Apologies: K Tolan

Actioned individuals are shown in bold.

Minutes of previous committee meeting

The minutes of the previous meeting in February 2022 were accepted as a true record and

IM was actioned to post them to the website.

Matters Arising

● Insurance.  Not yet paid for the current year but all in hand - see Treasurer report.

● Isolation switches. MT to progress using our regular electrician - name supplied by
DF.

● Panto follow up.  Message was sent to panto cast and helpers as agreed, and was
well-received.

● DF reported that some work had been done on clearing the back store.  IM said that
he was still concerned about the status of archive paper records and that the actions
agreed at the February meeting (organising archive filing) should be progressed as
soon as possible. CS/DF and MT (procuring filing cabinets and separators).

● Community First contact.  A name has been supplied, Nicky Smith, and a Zoom
meeting will be arranged ASAP. IM to progress.

All other action items from the last minutes were handled as agenda items.

Chairman’s Report

IM gave a summary of activity since the last meeting.

● The grant application made under the Hospitality Recovery grant scheme has been
approved and the money received (£2,667).  This is the last grant expected under the
COVID assistance schemes.
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● IM reported that the MPLC (Movie) licence would normally be due for renewal on
March 8th, but was deferred last year because of the pandemic.  It will now be
payable in May.  The committee approved its renewal and the continuation of the
Film Club. MT to make the payment when due.

● Online ticketing for the pancake event went smoothly with £490 sold.  This money
has now been paid to the Church, less finance fees. Online ticketing for the Wine
night on April 22 is now open.  Only 7 tickets have been sold so far.

● The missing laptop has now been located and its software “repaired”.  It is working,
but is very slow.  Consideration should be given to a replacement with sufficient
memory at some point.

● Neil King from Other Lives Productions has been in touch again.  We have one firm
date in the diary for a theatre production and another one is being negotiated for
March 2023. KT will progress.

● A discussion was held regarding Food Preparation licensing. CS was actioned to
follow up with HBC to find out how we get the premises inspected so that we can
display a Food Hygiene card, and what if anything needs to be done about certifying
the volunteers involved in food preparation (low cost online self-certification is
available).

● Duncan Jardine, a Whixley resident and Centrica employee, has supplied information
about assistance available for community facilities looking at energy schemes for the
future. IM to follow up with MT.

● A date is to be fixed for the AGM, but this will be done after the CIO discussion with
Nicky Smith so that the necessary resolutions can be handled at one time.

● A discussion was held regarding charges for fund-raising events on behalf of village
organisations such as the Church, WI, Scouts etc.  It was agreed that for the current
financial year no charges would be made for these activities as the hall had been the
recipient of grant aid funding aimed at assisting communities to recover from the
pandemic, and waiving these charges was considered an appropriate use of funds.
IM to inform the relevant parties.

Treasurer’s Report

KT was not at the meeting but had provided a comprehensive report which will be circulated
with the minutes. Several points raised in the report were discussed and are summarised
here along with the action points.

● KT has completed the year-end accounts. IM will arrange for them to be explained
by an independent accountant.  An audit is not required.

● The pancake evening bar takings were £161 in cash and £200 by card.  Profit circa
£180.
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● Several questions have been raised regarding the hall insurance. KT to pay the
premium by the deadline.

● The committee decided not to agree to the extra subsidence charge.

● The committee decided to engage a professional Chartered Surveyor with
Commercial Expertise to obtain an updated building valuation. The existing £480k
was considered too low. DF will arrange.

● The committee decided to maintain the existing arrangements for key safes and key
records, and accept that a theft not involving forced access would risk non-payment
of a claim. MT will investigate an alternative key mechanism with coded entry locks
where one-time, time limited codes could be issued to users.

● The committee felt that the warranty with respect to playground inspections was too
onerous. VB to enquire what the GO playground does by way of inspections and
insurance. DF/IM to discuss additional signage concerning playground use.

● Bouncy castle usage by users should ensure additional insurance is in place either
from the supplier or separately arranged.

Secretary’s Report

CS reported that the registered owner of the hall building is currently the custodian of
charities. When the CIO is operational the building will be legally transferred into the CIO
which will require the services of a solicitor.

CS reported that previously the hall had used Heatherstones solicitors in Boroughbridge for
legal advice.  It was decided to await the outcome of the Nicky Smith meeting before
contacting any solicitors.

CS to provide a list of available dates when a Zoom meeting with Nicky Smith can be
arranged. This will determine the timeframe for the AGM which will include the necessary
resolutions for the proposed CIO change.

CS to expedient the completion of the licensee formalities.

CS to collect the remaining signatories from trustees in preparation for the general meeting
to be held.

Facilities Manager Report

DF joined the meeting by Zoom, and provided a report of activities.

The exterior decorating will commence on 11th April with the erection of scaffolding.  IM to
write to hall users and advertise on the website/newsletter telling of car parking restrictions
while the scaffold is up. The painting itself will take 2-3 weeks to complete.
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While the scaffold is in place there are also two other essential maintenance tasks - (1) to
clean and repair all the guttering and (2) to repair some woodwork.  The committee
approved the necessary expenditure for these items over and above the decorating
approval.

The colour was debated at length and it was finally agreed that Calke Green would be the
main colour with a dark grey (Downpipe perhaps?) as the contract colour. DF said the JWW
had shown a keen interest in this aspect and he and Jill were delegated to make the final
selection.

There are several items on the snagging list which are ongoing, including the repair of the
1st toilet seat at the front of the hall, the kitchen/hall door and one of the under-stage doors.

Work continues on the asset list which is nearing completion.

DF/MT were actioned to arrange a day to complete the PAT testing of electrical items in the
hall. IM confirmed that our T’s and C’s contain a requirement for items brought into the hall
by users to have a valid PAT test certificate.

MT said that he planned to fit the electronic switch to the hot water system in the next few
days, but was having trouble getting some necessary information from the supplier. Once
fitted IM and MT will implement remote access, perhaps automatically via the calendar.

Back Store Development

CR has taken on the task of leading the back store development project.  He gave a
presentation of the options, including a reprise of the plans that had been approved for
planning in 2018. The approved plans, for which permission has now expired, envisaged
turning the back store into a new lounge, and using the existing lounge as a store. In
hindsight that plan was not viable, mainly because of the details we would have to provide in
order to raise grant finance and the inability of that plan to provide sufficient justification. .

CR provided a reasoned argument for maintaining the existing lounge and replacing the
back store with a new larger building, i.e. a building in line with the 100 sq. metre foot print
approved in 2018. The proposed new back store would have an entrance foyer, disabled
access and toilet, and access to the existing lounge via a new door in the end wall.  The
existing disabled toilet would be removed as it is non-compliant for wheelchair users.

Justification for the plan would be on the basis of opening up the facilities to all members of
the community, not simply replacing a not-fit-for-purpose storeroom, and improving the
safety by not leaving the lounge directly on to a vehicle route.

CR outlined a number of grant schemes that would be approached for funding, and it was
felt that we would have a good case by those members of the committee who had been
involved in grant applications.

The first stage of this project would be to get proper plans drawn up and re-submit for
planning. CR had 2 quotes and following a discussion it was agreed that we would proceed
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on the basis of a fixed price quote from architects Southgate and Sarabic. The cost for the
whole design task would be circa £10k + VAT, but this would be paid in stages with the
option to cancel at any stage if we were not satisfied with the work.

CR ws given approval by the committee for this contract to be commenced and he was
asked to make the necessary arrangements.

It was noted that the Hall Development Plan that is shown on our website, needs to be
updated to reflect the current thinking. IM to review.

Events

Landmark - a play by Nick Darke (15 October).  This is presented by Other Lives
Productions.  Currently seeking a date for another play in March 2023.

Film Club (25 March).  Now advertised on the website. Mike Turner is organising but needs
bar volunteers. IM will help if here but has potential other commitments. DF to respond.

Wine Tasting Event (22 April) - John Alderson.  Tickets are now one sale.  All to spread the
word to try and get a decent turnout.

Jubilee Celebrations, 4/5th June.  A meeting is to be held at Clare Beckett’s house on
Friday 11th March to progress. VB, CS and GL all involved.  IM said that he was unwilling to
be part of the working group but would respond to any requests for help with advertising,
ticketing etc.

Dine-around, 16th July. As previously agreed there will be no charge for hall usage for this
event.

Any Other Business

GL wished to purchase a small number of spare kitchen items so that replacements for lost
or worn items were available as needed.  Approved - GL to procure.

Energy for Tomorrow. As mentioned earlier, IM will investigate the Energy for Tomorrow
initiative from Centrica. There is potential for advice and possibly funding for innovative and
energy-efficient projects which might include replacing elements of the heating system,
enhanced insulation, and even installation and management of an electric vehicle charging
point. IM to report back.

Other Enhancements. CCTV to be considered at a future meeting.

Next Meeting

There being no other business the meeting closed at 9:30pm.  The next meeting will be on
12th April 2022 in the Community Lounge at 7:30pm.
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